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VISION
This plan envisions leveraging the historic core as the anchor of the 
Northeast Neighborhood’s vision for the future. The central core would 
provide the key neighborhood “amenities” such as grocery, small 
makers spaces, retail shops and local businesses surrounded by high 
quality housing to retain local flair and feel. In this sense, we envision 
a new economic hub emerging that enhances livability and preserves 
the integrity of the neighborhood. The reconfigured neighborhood 
would create new economic vitality in the district while maintaining 
the existing constituency that understands the importance of the local 
character and environment and gives voice to the issues and concerns 
needed to protect what makes Bozeman so great.

Rather than following a legacy of ad-hoc decision-making and 
unguided developments, this plan supports the neighborhood vision 
with a renewed set of sustainable policies and initiatives to support 
multiple generations of residents from a broad range of income levels.

APPROACH
The R/UDAT project area within the Northeast Neighborhood is a 
diverse and textured urban area where the story of Bozeman’s past, 
present, and future intersect. It is the location of some of Bozeman’s 
most historic structures and sites and is home to a community 
of passionate residents intent on seeing the neighborhood fulfill 
its creative potential. The forces of expansion and development 
are currently being felt throughout Bozeman, and the Northeast 
Neighborhood is no exception. Property values are climbing steeply 
while opportunities for residents to both live and work in the city 
are shrinking. Change is coming to the Northeast Neighborhood. 
Managed properly, and responsibly, this change can enhance and 
enrich the lives of Northeast residents, artists, and business owners.

In order to strategically address the range of key neighborhood 
issues related to preservation, livability, and economic development 
in the Northeast Neighborhood, we have designated four primary 
development districts within the R/UDAT project area. This approach 
allows each zone to have its own unique strategy for preserving 
what is valued most by the neighborhood residents and managing 
the inevitable development pressures that are already significantly 
impacting the neighborhood.  Within each district, the issues the 
community felt were most important to them fall under three main 
tenets that will help structure recommended projects/improvements 
in each area.  

TENETS

Preservation
• History

• Character (Look and Feel)

• Sense of Community

• Sustainability

• Open Space and Views

• Guidelines and Protections

Livability (Quality of Life)
• Affordability

• Housing Mix

• Green Space

• Safety

• Family Friendly

• Creative Culture

• Walking / Biking

• Services and Amenities

• Public Space

• Incompatible Uses

Economic Development
• Blight and Dis-Investment

• Adaptive Re-use

• New Development

• Improved Regulatory Structure

• Branding and Merchandising (Identity)
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PLACEMAKING URBAN ROOMS
Using this 4-part zoning approach, development challenges in each zone can be addressed by utilizing a 
‘placemaking’ approach to design based on the development of “urban rooms” within each zone.  This urban 
room approach allows for a mix of formal and informal methods to be applied in different ways in different 
zones with the primary focus being the quality, diversity, and vitality of new and renewed urban spaces.  These 
urban rooms are meant to be lived in and cared for, giving residents a sense of ownership and pride in their 
community. An urban room can be a tiny place to appreciate a small gesture along a neighborhood sidewalk or 
the informal space between industrial buildings and storage sheds.  Streets, alleys, and paths act like hallways 
connecting urban rooms which can be developed as public space, or by a property or business owner on their 
private property as a community amenity.

District 1 — THE CORE
The Core is the central portion of the R/UDAT project area and 
is an eclectic mix of light industrial buildings intermingled with 
small cottages, walking paths and historic sites.  The look and 
feel of the core is central to how the resident’s see themselves. 
Developing a strategy for Defining and protecting the Core is 
essential to maintaining the residents’ cultural connection to 
the city’s history as well as their neighborhood identity as a 
“funky,” creative, and diverse place to live, work and play. 

District 2 — TRANSITIONAL AREAS
As an aging light industrial area, it is understood that some of 
the business that currently operate in the Core may outgrow 
their existing locations or may choose to relocate as more 
suitable or less expensive sites become available elsewhere.  
Many of these industries are not very compatible with the 
adjacent, single family, residential areas where noise or truck 
traffic can have a negative impact on the quality of life for the 
residents.  These areas have been designated as “Transition 
Areas,” and offer opportunities for adaptive re-use and 
re-development that maintains the light industrial feel of the 
core.

District 3 — GATEWAY CORRIDOR
The northern most portion of the R/UDAT project area has 
been designated as the “Gateway Corridor” and lies along both 
sides of Rouse Avenue as it cuts through the neighborhood.  
The Gateway Corridor offers opportunities to create mixed 
income, high density development that, if designed and 
managed properly, will reduce the potential impact of new 
development on the Neighborhood Core and its surrounding 
single family residential areas.

District 4 — POLE YARD
As a brownfield site the Idaho Pole property has limited 
development potential but represents an wonderful 
opportunity to expand the local trail network, provide 
active and passive recreation opportunities for Bozeman 
residents, open access to a new wetlands preserve, and still 
provide room for expanding or transitioning industrial uses 
in designated areas.
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DISTRICT 1 — THE CORE
The Core is the central portion of the R/UDAT project area and is an eclectic mix of 
light industrial buildings intermingled with small cottages, walking paths and historic 
sites.  Residents see the Core as the heart of their neighborhood; a place that is active, 
energetic and full of creative potential. In the face of new growth and development 
challenges, residents want to nurture this potential while insuring that they are on a 
path to maintaining good heart health.   

The Core is bounded by the Rouse Corridor on the West and the railroad on the East 
with its Southern edge along Wallace street where the residential and light industrial 
areas meet.  Tamarack Street forms the North boundary of The Core running along the 
edge of the, now demolished, historic brewery property. The look and feel of the core 
is central to how the resident’s see themselves and identify with the neighborhood. 
Developing a strategy for Defining and protecting the Core is essential to maintaining 
the residents’ cultural connection to the city’s history as well as their neighborhood 
identity as a “funky,” creative, and diverse place to live, work and play. If you want to 
see the essence of the Northeast Neighborhood, head down Rouse and “cut to The 
Core.”
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Preservation
Preserving and interpreting Bozeman’s rich history:  The story of the railroad and Story 
Mill is a key part of Bozeman’s early history and can best be told right here in The Core 
of the Northeast Neighborhood.  The railroad and the mills are not only historically 
important, but they are a primary character defining feature of the neighborhood.

Recommendations

1) Install new interpretive signage at key locations to help tell the story. 

2) Utilize zoning overlays and best code enforcement practices to protect and preserve 
historic structures. 

3) Begin planning for the eventual renovation of the train station as the community 
meeting hall and interpretive center where the full story of the railroad and Bozeman 
can be shared. 
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Protecting the character of the neighborhood along with its creative culture and 
eclectic feel is essential to maintaining the neighborhood’s identity and sense of value. 

Recommendations

1) Minimize new development and focus on the adaptive re-use of existing light 
industrial structures when possible. 

2) Establish new guidelines and protections through a form-based zoning that 
recognizes and responds to the inherent character of the neighborhood {building 
size and scale;  setbacks, open space, public space, density, etc.) and provides a 
mechanism for insuring that specific character is maintained as new development or 
improvements occur. Appropriate guidelines can help insure that views to local iconic 
landmarks (the train station or Misco Mill tower) are preserved along with views to the 
Bridgers and the general sense of open space that currently exists. 
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3) Insure that the “Sheds Walk” continues and is expanded, in some form, to include 
artists studios and other similarly informal businesses throughout the core.

Livability (Quality of Life)
Although the landscape in the Core are is a mix of light industrial with a few pockets of 
residential, new family friendly businesses have recently located here providing new 
amenities to the neighborhood and places to meet and gather.  Treeline a new coffee 
shop and Wild Crumb a local bakery have quickly become the places where neighbors 
gather to see each other and hang out.  Evenings and weekends, when most of the 
industries are closed, the streets and alleys throughout the core are relatively quiet and 
lend themselves to family strolls, bike riding, or walking with the creekside trail and 
the Story Mill Park Spur Trail  providing optional outdoor biking/hiking experiences. 

Recommendations

1) Find ways to isolate industrial truck traffic to connecting routes either along the 
edge or outside of the Core (see section 3-Gateway District).  

2) Use form based zoning and new regulations to limit density in this area (leave it 
relatively unchanged).  

3) Complete connections along the trails and walks that are currently broken due to 
dead end streets or natural barriers. 

4) create more opportunities for artist live/work space or studio space.  

5) Provide new and needed public amenities at a scale that is compatible with the 
neighborhood. 
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Economic Development
Economic Development in the Core should focus on the 
addition of a limited amount of appropriately scaled retail and 
professional business along with expansion of opportunities 
for artists and artisans to live, work, and transact business with 
the public. The artists and their art should be more visible 
throughout the Core helping to solidify and sustain the Core’s 
identity and sense of vitality. The neighborhood is already 
a gateway for outdoor enthusiasts and weekend riders to 
embark on hiking and biking trails.  These low impact uses, 
if better integrated into the Core through the development 
and completion of current and new trails and walks will help 
support new and existing businesses while maintaining the 
casual and eclectic feel of the area.

Recommendations

1) Develop Wallace Street into the neighborhood’s “Village 
Main Street” where there can be a light concentration of new 
retail, spaces for art and artists, and public gathering spaces. 

2) Develop new artist studio/gallery space with a public art 
part as a gathering space at the historic brewery site. (see 
following pages).  

3) Develop an Art Mews along the trail across Wallace St. 
from the Art Park utilizing the full width of the preserved 
right-of-way between the two existing warehouse buildings. 
(see following pages). 

4) As these buildings transition over time, they could be 
re-developed as artist studio spaces opening onto the Art 
Mews.

URBAN ROOMS — ART PARK AT THE CORE
The site of the historic brewery is both a reminder of the 
neighborhood’s history and a reminder of what can go wrong 
when valued historic assets are not properly protected and 
preserved.  The demolishing of the brewery and its last 
remaining wall has left a deep void in the fabric and soul 
of the neighborhood.  For this reason we feel that this site, 
for which the community has such deep affections, be the 
location of a new transformative project focused on how the 
neighborhood defines its vision for the future.  The “Art Park at 

the Core” is a proposal for the development of a new building and public space which would:

• Help establish Wallace Street as the neighborhood Main Street.

•  Be a symbol of new life and the future of the neighborhood.

• Contribute to the economic well being of the neighborhood with new retail/gallery space.

• Create a public gathering space, centered around local art and community values.

The project is built out with a “U” shaped with artist studios along the east side of the property and arts oriented 
retail located in the wings. The building is a low, two story structure which does not compete with the scale of 
its Queen Anne neighbor. The second floor would contain additional artist studio space with living units above 
the retail. The art park is an urban room with green space and a pergola shade garden providing a range of 
seating an gathering spaces in an environment filled with a backdrop of sculpture and local art.
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URBAN ROOMS — THE ARTISTS’ MUSE
Currently Wallace Street is connected to the train station and rock climbing park by a 
small foot path running along side an undeveloped grassy right-of-way between two 
one story industrial storage buildings.  

We envision transforming this area into The Artist’ Muse, a walk through a meadow full 
of sculpture and places to sit and relax. Along each side, as transitional buildings, the 
metal warehouses would be converted to artist studios that open out onto the mews 
allowing the artists to be seen when they are working and for their process to be a 
part of the art on Wallace Street. 
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Preservation
Transitional Districts are, by their nature, preservation tools that work to help preserve 
and protect the character districts where incompatible uses along district boundaries 
create abrupt scale changes or might have a negative impact on the quality of life 
where a small-scale single family residential neighborhood edge buts up against large 
metal industrial buildings.

Recommendations

1) Explore the adaptive re-use potential for existing industrial buildings to be 
converted into multi-family or artist studio housing providing new and affordable 
opportunities to live and work in the Northeast Neighborhood. 

Livability (Quality of Life)

Some transitional buildings may be positioned at strategic location in or around The 
Core and would serve the community best as a location for neighborhood amenities 
that currently do not exist.  These buildings might be seen as opportunities to locate 
a small grocery store, Montessori school, public meeting rooms, or any number of 
supporting uses.  In general, transitioning buildings present an opportunity to 
become more integrated into community fabric if its new use and configuration fit 
with the neighborhood’s vision for its future.

DISTRICT 2 — TRANSITIONAL DISTRICT
As an aging light industrial area, it is understood that some of the business that 
currently operate in the Core may outgrow their existing locations or may choose to 
relocate as more suitable or less expensive sites become available elsewhere. Many of 
these industries are not very compatible with the adjacent, single family, residential 
areas where noise or truck traffic can have a negative impact on the quality of life 
for the residents.  These areas have been designated as “Transition Zones,” and offer 
opportunities for adaptive re-use and re-development that maintains the light 
industrial feel of the core. The Transitional Zone is not a contiguous zone where one set 
of rules should apply. Transitional Zones provide opportunities for the development 
of new types of multifamily housing or artist studio/housing at a transitioning 
location. This approach helps softening the residential neighborhood edge through 
the introduction of new residential development and green space combined with the 
adaptive re-use of light industrial buildings maintaining character defining elements 
of The Core.  Transitional Zones are not only located along what would be considered 
the perimeter of The Core but they can also occur within the core where industrial 
buildings might go through a transition in use — getting reprogrammed in a way that 
is compatible with the neighborhood’s vision for its future.
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Recommendations 

1) Convert the Karst Stage buildings into cool industrial apartments with  artist live/
work spaces and a new green space buffer along the South property line helping to 
provide screening from the adjacent single family residences.  

2) Convert the current beer distribution buildings into artist studio/lofts as a transitional 
anchor at the end of Peach Street and a gateway project to a new pedestrian/bike 
tunnel under the railroad and connecting to a new trail network on the Idaho Pole site. 

3) Convert the quonset hut and adjacent metal building at Tamarack and Wallace into 
a Montessori school. 

4) Two block infill development at Tamarack and Rouse utilizing the concept of 
creating urban rooms and green spaces on the interior of the blocks and establishing 
a transition from the single family neighborhood to a more urban feel and density 
along the Rouse Corridor and Tamarack.

Economic Development
Buildings in the Transitional Districts are most valuable to economic development 
when they are adapted into new forms of mixed-income housing or specialty retail, 
helping to provide an opportunity for people to live, work, and spend their money 
in the same neighborhood contributing to the community’s long term sustainability.

Recommendations

1) Include small specialty commercial components on the ground level of 
mixed-income adaptive re-use projects. Target businesses that fill an existing void in 
available good and services for neighborhood residents.

Karst Bus Barns — The Karst Stage industrial buildings re-envisioned as artist studio/housing as a transitional project between the residential neighborhood and The Core.
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Tamarack/Rouse blocks showing infill development helping to make the transition between the existing residential neighborhood and the new higher 
density housing north of Tamarack.
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DISTRICT 3 — THE GATEWAY
The Gateway district is the largest development opportunity 
for the Northeast Neighborhood. Currently made up of 
large tracks of undeveloped and underutilized parcels, the 
Gateway provides the opportunity, over time, to completely 
transform into a unique, new compact gateway which can 
service the Northeast Neighborhood and also create regional 
economic development opportunities due to its regional 
location at Rouse and Interstate 90. The Gateway can support 
over 1,000 new residents, offering a variety of housing 
options, with an expanded, connected green network that 
defines the Gateway and has safe and walkable paths to the 
historic Core. The central natural feature for the Gateway 
to the east of the Rouse Avenue is a newly celebrated and 
protected Bozeman Creek with anew featured green space 
just to the east of Bozeman Creek as a pedestrian refuge and 
small park to enjoy the natural setting. These new amenities 
will include new networks of trails, multi-modal connections, 
and a neighborhood-scaled market and retail services.

The Gateway’s development potential can provide economic 
capacity to support the entire Northeast Neighborhood. 
The Gateway becomes the welcoming portal to the Rouse 
Corridor, providing a resurgent example for how Bozeman 
can leverage quality growth to create a unique new village 
that embraces change as it integrates with and supports the 
old soul of Bozeman, as represented with the Core.

Preservation
The largest preservation opportunity in the Gateway’s 
redevelopment is to protect and reclaim Bozeman Creek. As 
the lumber yard owned by Kenyon-Noble property chooses 
to redevelop, Bozeman Creek can be restored and celebrated 
as the central north-south organizing feature for the Gateway 
area east of the Rouse Avenue.

The other consideration would be to carry thought 
architectural rhythm from The Cannery and provide common 
pedestrian, vehicular and other adjacency considerations 
to respect existing development and make the Gateway 
compatible with the adjacent development.
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Recommendations

1) Reclaim and protect Bozeman Creek from Tamarack Street to the rail line to the 
north. Maintain a critical setback along Bozeman Creek to promote water-quality and 
riparian health, and maintain easements to provide for trail access and connections.

2) Ensure the regulation plan and form-based code considers The Cannery and future 
potential relocation of The Gallatin Fairgrounds.

Livability (Quality of Life)
Besides the reclamation of Bozeman Creek, the other complementary big move that 
sets up the Gateway’s redevelopment is to introduce a new connector street from the 
railroad crossing @ Wallace 

Street to Rouse Avenue.  In the near-term, this new connector would cut across the 
Kenyon-Noble lumber yard, providing more direct access for heavy truck traffic to 
Rouse Avenue for the lumber companies that operate adjacent to L Street and the rail 
line. This new access also reduces the impact of the truck traffic on the Core, creating 
a safer and more pedestrian-friendly environment for the Core. If the Kenyon-Noble 
lumber company chooses to redevelop this lumber yard site in the future, the new 
truck access route can transform into a new complete street that begins to define the 
block structure for the Gateway east.

In the future, this new street connection, in concert with the reclaimed Bozeman 
Creek, provide central organizing features for the new redevelopment east of the 
Rouse Corridor, as it provides pedestrian paths through the Gateway and into the 
Core.

A new featured green space that is reclaimed between the triangle between the new 
connector street, Bozeman Creek, and the rail line protects the views to the mountains 
for the new development, as well as providing a new gathering place for the whole 
Northeast Neighborhood.

Recommendations

1) Coordinate with the owners to explore creating a new truck access route through 
the Kenyon-Noble lumber yard. 

2) In the future, if the Kenyon-Noble lumber yard owner chooses to redevelop, the 
potential truck access route transforms in to a compete street that accommodate all 
modes of travel and prioritizes the pedestrian experience.

Economic Development
The Gateway is poised for a wholesale transformation.  The reclaimed Bozeman Creek 
and the creation of the new street from Rouse Avenue and Wallace Street provides 
a rational framework for new redevelopment to the Gateway’s eastern section. The 
new block that is created between Tamarack Street and the new street provide for 
a transitionally-scaled row house development on the north face of the new block. 
North of the new street, higher density mid-rise residential development orients to 
the mountain views in the distance, and Bozeman Creek and the new green space in 
the foreground. 

The large development site to the west of Rouse Avenue at the site of the former 
Montana DOT, mirrors the midrise residential development pattern from the eastside. 
The scale and massing of the two residential developments are articulated along 
Rouse Corridor to provide for entry courts.  This street-facing articulation provides 
an interesting and varied street wall that frames the view for the gateway along the 
Rouse Corridor. 

The triangular site that is defined by I-90, Rouse Avenue, and Oak Street provides 
the opportunity to develop a quality convenience market with gas station at the 
northern entry to the Gateway district. This new convenience market can serve both 
the Northeast Neighborhoods and travels alike.

The Gateway’s new residential developments provide up to 500 new dwelling for a 
thousand new residents. 

Altogether, the density and scale of the Gateway development opportunity provides 
capacity to support regional retail uses. If the TIF district is expanded to include 
the Gateway, the whole neighborhood can take advantage of the vastly increased 
taxable basis. This expanded TIF district would then provide for new value-capture 
which could fund community benefits throughout the Northeast Neighborhood, 
particularly the Core.

Recommendations

1) Expand the TIF district to include the Gateway area. 

2) Establish design guidelines and regulatory frameworks to ensure compatible 
development.
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Three Big Moves: Physical Framework for the New District
The new district is organized around three defining features:

1. Bozeman Creek is reclaimed and celebrated

2. The new neighborhood green space provides views, a gathering 
place, and a district “open room” adjacent to the creek

3. The new complete street provides connectivity between Rouse 
Avenue and the Northeast Neighborhood, defines the block structure 
to the south, and provides an edge to the denser development to 
the north
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Three Development Areas: Compact and Connected 
Development for a Complete Community
A. Row Houses are oriented towards the new street and the creek, filling in 
the new block and providing a scale of housing that mediates between the 
lower density of the Core and the higher density of the new development 
to the north

B. Mid-rise residential development to the east of Rouse Avenue responds 
to the views, creek and open spaces to the east, and both residential 
developments on either side of Rouse Avenue are articulated to provide a 
series of entry courts along the avenue

C. The Gateway Convenience Market is designed with iconic architecture 
and siting to provide a gateway development to the Rouse Corridor. 
The Market provides the Northeast Neighborhood with services that are 
walkable for many, as well as travelers as they enter Bozeman.
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Bird’s eye view of the Gateway District. A compact and connected new place that models how Bozeman can grow to respect and support the preservation of the old soul of the 
Northeast Neighborhood.
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DISTRICT 4 — THE POLE YARD
As a brownfield site the Idaho Pole property has limited development 
potential but represents an wonderful opportunity to expand the 
local trail network, provide active and passive recreation opportunities 
for Bozeman residents, open access to a new wetlands preserve, and 
still provide room for expanding or transitioning industrial uses in 
designated areas. 

PRESERVATION
The Pole yard is a complicated site with a portion of the area 
categorized as a brownfield site, and a portion covered by naturally 
occurring wetlands. Future development should be focussed around 
preserving the natural wetlands, and remediating brownfields. Natural 
plant and wildlife habitat associated with the wetlands and adjoining 
corridors should be protected. New development should also consider 
preserving existing view sheds to the mountains.

Recommendations  

1) Explore creating a Wetland Preserve area complete with trails, 
overlooks, picnic facilities, education signage and a nature center. This 
would include provisions for protecting the wetlands, and providing 
people with open space for camping and camp like activities.

LIVABILITY (QUALITY OF LIFE)
The Brownfield portion of the site could be an opportunity to provide 
open space amenities that require large tracts of land currently not 
available easily to the neighborhood, such as sports and athletic fields, 
trail connections etc.

Recommendations

1) Explore creating an Athletic Park that incorporates field sports such 
as football, soccer, tennis etc.  Provide adequate surface parking. 
 

2) Create a new trail and buffer area along the northern side of the 
rail line which connects the wetland preserve, and athletic park 
to the story mill trail and the core of the north east neighborhood. 
Recommend planting palettes that help clean the soil, and provide a 
visual buffer from the existing industrial areas.   
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
With its adjaceny to the freeway and the rail lines, limited accessibility, and its 
classification as a brownfield site this area is not the most suitable for standard 
economic development. However it does have the potential for accommodating 
some of the light industrial uses from the core neighborhood, and therefore creating 
opportunities there for development that carries forward the vision of the core 
neighborhood. It also has opportunities to for green infrastructure projects that could 
be economically beneficial for the larger Bozeman area.

Recommendations

1) Recommend relocation of existing light industrial uses currently south of the rail lines 
to the western portion of the pole yard adjacent to existing industrial areas. 

2) Recommend installing a solar energy farm in area right adjacent to the freeway that 
is large enough to provide a considerable amount of energy to the city of Bozeman. 
Solar panels can also be accommodated on parking areas serving the athletic park 
and wetland preserve.
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EXPANDING OPEN SPACE
The North East neighborhood provides 
unique opportunities for new open space 
which engage with the neighborhood as well 
as provide opportunities for civic, and social 
uses for the residents. 

Flexibility should be inherently built into the 
open space design allowing for changing uses, 
different design approaches and evolving 
neighborhood changes.  

The following strategies can start informing 
the open space network:

1. Create flexible, multi use, sustainable 
landscapes. 

2. Open Spaces cater to all types of users, by 
providing a diverse range of programming 
and allowing people to gather and interact in 
a broad variety of activities.

3. Create open spaces that capture  and 
emphasize the essence and eclectic character 
of the North east neighborhood.

The adjacent diagram starts to indicate a 
few opportunities of how new open spaces 
can be easily integrated into the current 
infrastructure , but also could be used as a tool 
for new development to integrate new public 
spaces.

Open Space typologies in the following pages 
will help identifying new opportunities for 
additional public space implementation.
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EXPANDING OPEN SPACE
The North East neighborhood trails in their 
current state are disjointed, and sporadic. 
Creating connections at strategic locations 
provide a more immersive experience for the 
users. 

The recommended new trails will connect 
the various new open spaces creating a 
comprehensive network, as well as provide 
connections to other regional trails such as Story 
Mill Trail, etc.
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- Street furniture interventions

- Crosswalks & Trail Connections

-  Interstitial Seating

-  Art Installations

LANDSCAPE TYPOLOGIES 

xs
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- Interstitial Gardens

- Pocket Parks

-  Overlooks

-  Social meeting spaces

LANDSCAPE TYPOLOGIES 

s
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- Alley Installations

- Community gardens

-  Neighborhood Parks

-  Playgrounds

LANDSCAPE TYPOLOGIES 

m
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- Civic parks / plazas

- Picnic areas

- Nature Centers

LANDSCAPE TYPOLOGIES 

lg
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- Nature Preserves

- Camp Grounds

-  Education Center

-  Trails

LANDSCAPE TYPOLOGIES 

xl


